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Hope and Adversity in Children & Youth 

� Homeless children / youth … Herth (1998,  
US),  Nalkur (2009, Tanzania)

� Refugee children / youth … Goodman (2004, 
US),  Yohani & Larsen (2009, Canada)

� Orphaned vs non-orphaned children…
Adamson & Roby (2011, South Africa) 

• Children in rural community … Cherrington
(2015, South Africa) 



Scioli’s Hope Network

ATTACHMENT

SURVIVALSPIRITUALITY

MASTERY

Key = Purpose
* Goals & aspirations
* Mission Statement 

Key = Love & Care
* Social support
* Connectedness, trust & openness

Key = Values
* Higher power
* Cultural beliefs

Key = Coping

* Liberation beliefs
* Resiliency & self regulation

Scioli et al., 2011



The Securing Hopeful Futures Project

Yohani, 2008; Yohani & 
Larsen, 2009

•A community-based early intervention 
program. 

•17 children from post-conflict situations 
(9 girls and 8 boys) - ages 8 and 18 years .

•A series of activities designed to assist 
the exploration of personal 
understandings and sources of hope 
during early years of settlement -
photography, collages, quilting, and 
drawings.  

•Data consisted of individual explanations 
of artwork, group discussions, and 
individual photo-assisted interviews. Data 
were collected over 9 months and 
analyzed thematically.



Conceptualization and Sources of Hope
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Experiences of Hope as Survival

“Hope is knowing somehow 
you will survive” “…..and when I grow up, I 

want to become a 
doctor”



Hope and Mastery: Self-Empowering 
Activities

“This is about books. And it
makes me to learn. If I can
learn something and my
teacher helps me to read or
sometimes she helps me to
pronounce lots of things
that I did not know, then I
have hope.”
- Habibi, 11-years



Hope in Relationships: Creating an 
Ecology of Hope 

Exploring hope with 
children

(Photography, Quilt, 
Drawings, Reflections)

Children sharing hope work

As a group, children decided to 
share hope with other people 
through displays of their hope quilt 
and other work.

Child-focused hope discussions

Hope radiated from the children’s work to 
parents and others during hope-based 
discussions.



IMPLICATIONS

- Children were able to be hopeful and identify sources that
engender hope

- Exploring hope was a safe entry-point for discussions about
struggles

2. VISUAL PARTICIPATORY METHODS FACILITATES 
EXPRESSIONS OF HOPE

- Children were highly engaged and took ownership of project

- Activities surmounted culture and language barriers

THEREFORE:

� Engaging in hope-focused activities can enhance children’s
sense of agency (power), autonomy, and social
connectedness.

1.PRESENCE OF HOPE IN ADVERSITY/INSECURITY



IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
1. Insert hope discussions across the curriculum 

- Hope-based conversations linked to issues of diversity, 

citizenship, etc.

2. Make use of visual participatory methods in the classroom to 

engage children in exploration of sensitive or critical topics

3. Learn sources that contribute to children's hope to 

intentionally facilitate safety, connection and empowerment in 

children and others in their lives (parents, teachers)

4. - Utilization of cultural resources, natural environment, parents 

and teachers  



Final Reflections on Hope
“I think of hope as something 
that gives you peace of mind.  
Looking at the blue skies and 
clouds makes me think of 
peace and tranquility.  There 
might be darkness in our lives, 
and so it represents the black 
picture in my collage.  No 
matter how down we are, it is 
because of hope that gives 
you light.  Therefore, you are 
able to rise up and try again 
to pursue any dreams that 
you have or break through 
obstacles that hinder you… 
hope does that.”

Adam; 17-years


